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SCORING KEY AND RATING GUIDE
Mechanics of Rating
Updated information regarding the rating of this examination may be posted on the
New York State Education Department’s web site during the rating period. Check this web site
at http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/ and select the link “Scoring Information” for any recently posted
information regarding this examination. This site should be checked before the rating process for this
examination begins and several times throughout the Regents Examination period.
The following procedures are to be used for rating papers in the Regents Examination in English
Language Arts (Common Core). More detailed directions for the organization of the rating process and
procedures for rating the examination are included in the Information Booklet for Scoring the Regents
Examination in English Language Arts (Common Core).
Scoring the Multiple-Choice Questions
For this exam all schools must use uniform scannable answer sheets provided by the regional
scanning center or the Department’s contractor, Data Recognition Corporation, if the school has been
selected for the Department’s score collection project. The scoring key for this exam is provided below.
If the student’s responses for the multiple-choice questions are being hand scored prior to
being scanned, the scorer must be careful not to make any marks on the answer sheet except
to record the scores in the designated score boxes. Marks elsewhere on the answer sheet will
interfere with the accuracy of the scanning.
Before scannable answer sheets are machine scored, several samples must be both machine and
manually scored to ensure the accuracy of the machine-scoring process. All discrepancies must be
resolved before student answer sheets are machine scored. When machine scoring is completed, a sample of
the scored answer sheets must be scored manually to verify the accuracy of the machine-scoring process.
Correct Answers
Part 1
1 ......2......

6 ......4......

11 . . . . . . 2 . . . . . .

15 . . . . . . 1 . . . . . .

20 . . . . . . 2 . . . . . .

2 ......1......

7 ......3......

12 . . . . . . 1 . . . . . .

16 . . . . . . 4 . . . . . .

21 . . . . . . 4 . . . . . .

3 ......3......

8 ......3......

13 . . . . . . 4 . . . . . .

17 . . . . . . 4 . . . . . .

22 . . . . . . 1 . . . . . .

4 ......1......

9 ......1......

14 . . . . . . 2 . . . . . .

18 . . . . . . 3 . . . . . .

23 . . . . . . 2 . . . . . .

5 ......2......

10 . . . . . . 4 . . . . . .

19 . . . . . . 1 . . . . . .

24 . . . . . . 3 . . . . . .
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS (Common Core)
Rating of Essay and Response Questions
(1) In training raters to score student essays and responses for each part of the examination, follow the
procedures outlined below:
Introduction to the Tasks
• Raters read the task and summarize it.
• Raters read the passages or passage and plan a response to the task.
• Raters share response plans and summarize expectations for student responses.
Introduction to the Rubric and Anchor Papers
• Trainer reviews rubric with reference to the task.
• Trainer reviews procedures for assigning holistic scores (i.e., by matching evidence from the response
to the language of the rubric and by weighing all qualities equally).
• Trainer leads review of each anchor paper and commentary. (Note: Anchor papers are ordered from
high to low within each score level.)
Practice Scoring Individually
• Raters score a set of five practice papers individually. Raters should score the five papers independently
without looking at the scores provided after the five papers.
• Trainer records scores and leads discussion until raters feel comfortable enough to move on to actual
scoring. (Practice papers for Parts 2 and 3 only contain scores, not commentaries.)
(2) When actual rating begins, each rater should record his or her individual rating for a student’s essay and
response on the rating sheets provided in the Information Booklet, not directly on the student’s essay or response or answer sheet. Do not correct the student’s work by making insertions or changes of any kind.
(3) Both the 6-credit essay and the 4-credit response must be rated by at least two raters; a third rater will be
necessary to resolve scores that differ by more than one point. Teachers may not score their own
students’ answer papers. The scoring coordinator will be responsible for coordinating the movement of
papers, calculating a final score for each student’s essay or response, and recording that information on the
student’s answer paper.
Schools are not permitted to rescore any of the open-ended questions on any Regents Exam
after each question has been rated the required number of times as specified in the rating guide,
regardless of the final exam score. Schools are required to ensure that the raw scores have been
added correctly and that the resulting scale score has been determined accurately.
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-present ideas clearly and accurately,
making effective use of specific and
relevant evidence to support analysis

-present ideas fully and
thoughtfully, making highly
effective use of a wide range of
specific and relevant evidence to
support analysis

-demonstrate control of
conventions with essentially no
errors, even with sophisticated
language

-establish and maintain a formal
style, using sophisticated
language and structure

-exhibit skillful organization of
ideas and information to create a
cohesive and coherent essay

-demonstrate control of the
conventions, exhibiting occasional
errors only when using sophisticated
language

-establish and maintain a formal
style, using fluent and precise
language and sound structure

-exhibit logical organization of ideas
and information to create a cohesive
and coherent essay

-demonstrate proper citation of
sources to avoid plagiarism when
dealing with direct quotes and
paraphrased material

-demonstrate thorough analysis of the
texts, as necessary to support the
claim and to distinguish the claim
from alternate or opposing claims

-demonstrate in-depth and
insightful analysis of the texts, as
necessary to support the claim and
to distinguish the claim from
alternate or opposing claims

-demonstrate proper citation of
sources to avoid plagiarism when
dealing with direct quotes and
paraphrased material

-introduce a precise and thoughtful
claim, as directed by the task

5
Essays at this Level:

-introduce a precise and insightful
claim, as directed by the task

6
Essays at this Level:

-demonstrate partial control,
exhibiting occasional errors that do
not hinder comprehension

-establish and maintain a formal
style, using precise and appropriate
language and structure

-exhibit acceptable organization of
ideas and information to create a
coherent essay

-demonstrate proper citation of
sources to avoid plagiarism when
dealing with direct quotes and
paraphrased material

-demonstrate appropriate and
accurate analysis of the texts, as
necessary to support the claim and
to distinguish the claim from
alternate or opposing claims
-present ideas sufficiently, making
adequate use of specific and
relevant evidence to support
analysis

-introduce a precise claim, as
directed by the task

4
Essays at this Level:

An essay that addresses fewer texts than required by the task can be scored no higher than a 3.
An essay that is a personal response and makes little or no reference to the task or texts can be scored no higher than a 1.
An essay that is totally copied from the task and/or texts with no original student writing must be scored a 0.
An essay that is totally unrelated to the task, illegible, incoherent, blank, or unrecognizable as English must be scored as a 0.

Control of Conventions:
the extent to which the essay
demonstrates command of
conventions
of standard English
grammar, usage,
capitalization, punctuation,
and spelling

Coherence, Organization,
and Style: the extent to
which the essay logically
organizes complex ideas,
concepts, and information
using formal style and
precise language

Command of Evidence: the
extent to which the essay
presents evidence from the
provided texts to support
analysis

Content and Analysis: the
extent to which the essay
conveys complex ideas and
information clearly and
accurately in order to
support claims in an analysis
of the texts

Criteria

-demonstrate emerging control,
exhibiting occasional errors that
hinder comprehension

-use language that is
predominantly incoherent,
inappropriate, or copied
directly from the task or
texts
-are minimal, making
assessment of conventions
unreliable
-demonstrate a lack of control,
exhibiting frequent errors that make
comprehension difficult

-are minimal, making
assessment unreliable

-exhibit little organization
of ideas and information

-do not make use of
citations

-lack a formal style, using some
language that is inappropriate or
imprecise

-exhibit inconsistent organization of
ideas and information, failing to
create a coherent essay
-exhibit some organization of ideas
and information to create a mostly
coherent essay

-establish but fail to maintain a
formal style, using primarily basic
language and structure

-demonstrate little use of citations to
avoid plagiarism when dealing with
direct quotes and paraphrased material

-present little or no
evidence from the texts
-present ideas inconsistently and/or
inaccurately, in an attempt to support
analysis, making use of some
evidence that may be irrelevant

-present ideas briefly, making use
of some specific and relevant
evidence to support analysis

-demonstrate inconsistent citation
of sources to avoid plagiarism
when dealing with direct quotes
and paraphrased material

-do not demonstrate
analysis of the texts

-do not introduce a claim

1
Essays at this Level:

-demonstrate confused or unclear
analysis of the texts, failing to
distinguish the claim from alternate or
opposing claims

-introduce a claim

2
Essays at this Level:

-demonstrate some analysis of the
texts, but insufficiently distinguish
the claim from alternate or
opposing claims

-introduce a reasonable claim, as
directed by the task

3
Essays at this Level:

New York State Regents Examination in English Language Arts (Common Core)
Part 2 Rubric
Writing From Sources: Argument
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Anchor Paper – Part 2 – Level 6 – A

Anchor Level 6–A
The essay introduces a precise and insightful claim, as directed by the task (On the other hand, an argument against paying studentathletes is that they are auditioning on a national stage for the professional teams using the popularity of the NCAA, all while
receiving benefits which may include free tuition, meals, books and other necessities. In light of these facts, I must side with the latter
opinion. I believe that student-athletes should not be paid). The essay demonstrates in-depth and insightful analysis of the texts, as
necessary to support the claim (When looking beyond the immediate moment and calculating the overall benefits received by the
student-athletes over the course of a lifetime, the idea of paying them, of sending additional money their way, is unnecessary) and to
distinguish the claim from alternate or opposing claims (Many people cite the incredibly large figures that both the NCAA and specific
colleges bring in as revenue as evidence to why student-athletes should be paid and However, 96 percent of the NCAA’s revenue is
redistributed to the colleges associated with it). The essay presents ideas fully and thoughtfully, making highly effective use of a wide
range of specific and relevant evidence to support analysis (Despite the fact that his performance in the professional league was not
nearly worth the $4 million he earned in his brief career, he was elevated to the higher level as a first round draft pick due to the
popularity of UCLA and the NCAA and A testament to this is the Division I Board of Directors’ attempt two years ago to pay college
athletes a $2,000 stipend to cover additional college expenses). The essay demonstrates proper citation of sources to avoid plagiarism
when dealing with direct quotes and paraphrased material (Text 4, lines 6-8) and Text 3 indicates…(lines 20-22). The essay exhibits
skillful organization of ideas and information to create a cohesive and coherent essay by first declaring that the benefits student-athletes
receive…cancel out the reasons why they should be paid, then devoting a paragraph each to discussing the economic benefits, the
advantage of national exposure and the lack of money available once the NCAA revenue is redistributed, and concluding with a strong
affirmation of the introductory claim. The essay establishes and maintains a formal style, using sophisticated language and structure
(Even those players who might not otherwise be qualified for the professional leagues gain the needed exposure to raise themselves to
the next level simply by playing on a celebrated team in the NCAA). The essay demonstrates control of conventions with essentially no
errors, even with sophisticated language.
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Anchor Paper – Part 2 – Level 6 – B
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Anchor Paper – Part 2 – Level 5 – A

Anchor Level 5–A
The essay introduces a precise and thoughtful claim, as directed by the task (After reviewing both sides of the debate regarding paying
college student athletes, the obvious and logical answer is No; they should not be paid). The essay demonstrates thorough analysis of
the texts, as necessary to support the claim (These are tremendous benefits for a college athlete, receiving a paid college education and
the possibility of a successful professional sports career) and to distinguish the claim from alternate or opposing claims (Others claim
student athletes should share in the huge revenues … Although these revenues can be quite high, the profits are not). The essay
presents ideas clearly and accurately, making effective use of specific and relevant evidence to support analysis (Whether it be a partial
scholarship or a full ride, these student athletes receive monetary aid, sometimes up to $50,000 a year and They have a “national stage
to audition for a job in the professional ranks”). The essay demonstrates proper citation of sources to avoid plagiarism when dealing
with direct quotes and paraphrased material [(Text 3, lines 25-27), (Text 1, line 28), (Text 4, line 64)]. The essay exhibits logical
organization of ideas and information to create a cohesive and coherent essay, first introducing the claim and identifying the two major
arguments supporting the claim, focusing on the real cost of a college’s expenses versus the revenues from its sports events and the
true cost of a college education for a student athlete receiving a scholarship, followed by four body paragraphs that both support the
claim and refute the counterclaim as they relate to the arguments presented, and concluding with a reiteration of the claim. The essay
establishes and maintains a formal style, using fluent and precise language and sound structure (Not only do these college athletes
receive these immediate monetary benefits, they receive the gift of the future). The essay demonstrates control of conventions with
essentially no errors (athletes…expenses and members institutions), even with sophisticated language.
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Anchor Paper – Part 2 – Level 5 – B
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Anchor Paper – Part 2 – Level 5 – B
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Anchor Paper – Part 2 – Level 5 – B

Anchor Level 5–B
The essay introduces a precise and thoughtful claim, as directed by the task (Being a college athlete can be rewarding, but are these
students really getting everything they deserve? The answer is no). The essay demonstrates thorough analysis of the texts, as necessary
to support the claim (This is more like working two full-time jobs … It is impossible for these students to do both sports and academics
adequately. They deserve to get paid for their time and Those on a partial scholarship will have the same demands placed on them as
the full scholarship athletes) and to distinguish the claim from alternate or opposing claims (Although there are many reasons why
athletes should get paid, it is easy to understand why some people feel otherwise). The essay presents ideas clearly and accurately,
making effective use of specific and relevant evidence to support analysis (These athletic scholarships not only cover the cost of
tuition, but also include housing on campus, meal plans, books, medical care, travel expenses, athletic equipment, excellent coaching
and high quality athletic facilities in which to play their sport and It is unfair that athletic directors and coaches often make millions of
dollars annually while the athletes who provide their labor are sometimes living in poverty). The essay demonstrates proper citation of
sources to avoid plagiarism when dealing with direct quotes and paraphrased material [(Text 4, line 4), (Text 1, lines 17-23), (Text 2,
lines 13-19)]. The essay exhibits logical organization of ideas and information to create a cohesive and coherent essay, starting with an
introductory paragraph stating a specific claim, followed by three body paragraphs, addressing first the counterclaim, which is then
refuted through support of the claim, and concluding with a strong reaffirmation of the claim (It is only right that college athletes get
paid in addition to the other benefits they receive). The essay establishes and maintains a formal style, using fluent and precise
language and sound structure (They will not have time for a job, so it is only fair that they get the money they need to pay for college).
The essay demonstrates control of the conventions, exhibiting occasional errors (recieving, These athletic scholarships … to play their
sport, 2011 report 85 per cent, some benefits and scholarship it is) only when using sophisticated language.
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Anchor Paper – Part 2 – Level 5 – C
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Anchor Paper – Part 2 – Level 5 – C

Anchor Level 5–C
The essay introduces a precise and thoughtful claim, as directed by the task (College athletes should not be getting paid, regardless of
the arguments and myths that exist). The essay demonstrates thorough analysis of the texts, as necessary to support the claim (While
most students have to pay for campus housing … student-athletes do not and The high profile environment that college athletes are in
is often overlooked) and to distinguish the claim from alternate or opposing claims (A common argument against not paying athletes is
that the NCAA has an abundance of money that could be used to pay the players. However, “96% of the NCAA’s revenue” is
redistributed to it’s members’ institutions). The essay presents ideas clearly and accurately, making effective use of specific and
relevant evidence to support analysis (The athletic scholarships that college athletes recieve cover not only the best coaching and free
athletic gear, but also “medical and travel expenses,” use of athletic facilities and a stage for future opportunities and In fact, the
revenue is distributed through donations to “academic enhancement, conference grants, sports scholarships, student assistance funds,
and grants-in-aid”). The essay demonstrates proper citation of sources to avoid plagiarism when dealing with direct quotes and
paraphrased material [(Text 2, line 2); (Text 4, lines 13-14); (Text 3, lines 26-38)]. The essay exhibits acceptable organization of ideas
and information to create a coherent essay, by first introducing the claim, then addressing both the claim and the counterclaim,
focusing first on the benefits and added exposure college-athlete scholarship recipients receive, followed by the reality of how NCAA
revenue is distributed, and ending with a summative conclusion (Overall, it is foolish to look past the facts and say that college athletes
should get paid). The essay establishes and maintains a formal style, using precise and appropriate language and structure (While most
students have to invest this much money to get a college degree, a student-athlete does not.). The essay demonstrates control of the
conventions, exhibiting occasional errors only when using sophisticated language (recieve, dissapointing, it’s for “its”).
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Anchor Paper – Part 2 – Level 4 – A
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Anchor Level 4–A
The essay introduces a precise claim, as directed by the task (College athletes, contrary to many peoples’ beliefs, should not be paid to
play their respective sports). The response demonstrates appropriate and accurate analysis of the texts, as necessary to support the
claim and to distinguish the claim from alternate or opposing claims (Many critics explain that “players are essentially working full
time” and that “they deserve to be paid more than a scholarship” and If universities were to begin to pay athletes, they would
effectively derive the athletes of their motivation to play and succeed at a higher level). The essay presents ideas sufficiently, making
adequate use of specific and relevant evidence to support analysis (Just by being on the team, athletes recieve top-level coaching, free
gear, meals, and many other stipends). The essay demonstrates proper citation of sources to avoid plagiarism when dealing with direct
quotes and paraphrased material [(Text 4, line 57), (Text 3, lines 28-29), and (Text 2, line 15+16)]. The essay exhibits acceptable
organization of ideas and information to create a coherent essay with an opening paragraph that introduces the claim, one supporting
paragraph that addresses the claim, using specific examples from the text (“College Athletes are already being paid with an athletic
scholarship that is worth between $20-$50,000 per year”), one paragraph that addresses the counterclaim (This would, therefore, have
drastic effects on the fan bases), and a conclusion that summarizes the arguments and reiterates the original claim (By paying athletes,
that motivation, drive, and determination would be greatly diminished if not stamped out entirely). The essay establishes and maintains
a formal style, using precise and appropriate language and structure (But is an athlete, who garners a large or even full-ride
scholarship, really worthy of a salary?). The essay demonstrates control of the conventions, exhibiting occasional errors (peoples’,
recieve, re-imburse, an athlete … they) only when using sophisticated language.
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Anchor Paper – Part 2 – Level 4 – B
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Anchor Level 4–B
The essay introduces a precise claim, as directed by the task (In my opinion, college athletes should get paid). The essay demonstrates
appropriate and accurate analysis of the texts, as necessary to support the claim and to distinguish the claim from alternate or opposing
claims (Many people argue that the athletes get paid through the wide range of scholarships they receive and Any of these scholarships
received by an athlete can be taken away just as easily). The essay presents ideas sufficiently, making adequate use of specific and
relevant evidence to support analysis (They play in the games people pay to see, their names are on the merchandise that is sold, but
they never see a penny come their way). The essay demonstrates proper citation of sources to avoid plagiarism when dealing with direct
quotes and paraphrased material [(Text 2, line 8-9), (Text 1, line 1), and (Text 1, line 9-10)]. The essay exhibits acceptable organization
of ideas and information to create a coherent essay starting with an introductory paragraph stating and rationalizing a claim, followed
by two body paragraphs supporting the claim and one addressing the counterclaim (Often times people say that paying athletes will
ruin the competition, but in reality, everyone wants to win, pay or not), and concluding with a one sentence restatement of the claim
(Long story short, college athletes should get paid). The essay establishes and maintains a formal style, using precise and appropriate
language and structure (These athletes eat, sleep, and breathe their chosen sport). The essay demonstrates partial control, exhibiting
occasional errors (paid, however there; their athletic career it; a hobby, it is; athlete…their) that do not hinder comprehension.
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Anchor Paper – Part 2 – Level 4 – C
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Anchor Level 4–C
The essay introduces a precise claim, as directed by the task (College athletes should not be paid because they already recieve
benefits). The essay demonstrates appropriate and accurate analysis of the texts, as necessary to support the claim and to distinguish the
claim from alternate or opposing claims (This still leaves on popular argument for those who support college athlete payment: the
salary of the head coach). The essay presents ideas sufficiently, making adequate use of specific and relevant evidence to support
analysis (Lines 4 through 15 describe all of the benefits college athletes recieve, campus housing, free meals, tuition and books,
equipment and travel expenses are all paid). The essay demonstrates proper citation of sources to avoid plagiarism when dealing with
direct quotes and paraphrased material, although some inconsistency exists in the presentation (text three, Lines 8 through ten; Text
4…Lines 4 through 15; Text 2…lines 28 to 30). The essay exhibits some organization of ideas and information to create a mostly
coherent essay, providing a claim in the introduction, but losing focus in the first body paragraph as it shifts from corrupt consequences
to the small chance of them ever going pro. The essay continues with two more body paragraphs focusing briefly on advantages of
benefits to the athlete and of NCAA revenue to the colleges, followed by a refutation of a counterclaim, and concludes with a summary
and restatement of the claim (It is unecessary for college athletes to be paid, as their payment lies within the benefits they recieve). The
essay establishes but fails to maintain a formal style, using primarily basic language and structure (They would probably become
similar … everything depending on money and contracts and College athletes are paid in benefit). The essay demonstrates partial
control, exhibiting occasional errors (sense, college; outways; unecessary; recieve; manditory) that do not hinder comprehension.
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